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FROM THE
CHAIR
Wow, 2023 was an incredible year for our Girls in
STEM Advisory Board! 

Coming out of the pandemic, we took the
opportunity to reevaluate our Board’s purpose,
vision, mission, and values to set the strategy and
framework for our outreach and programming
goals. This clarity and focus enabled us to plan
impactful, meaningful events for our girls in 5th-
8th grades.

We continue to prioritize fun, all-girl events that
are free to attend and include the following:

An inclusive environment where girls see
themselves in STEM and a sense of belonging.
Hands-on experiments or activities that
promote discovery and confidence.
 Opportunities for girls to interact with role
models in STEM

We also established clear governance for our
board engagement and identified areas to enhance
our representation. This will be an area for
continuous improvement for 2024.  

This report will provide you additional insights into
our goals, accomplishments, and priorities as we
look into 2024. 



Our vision is our why.
Empower girls to see themselves in STEM

Our mission is our how.
To ignite a passion in girls for STEM 

so that they are prepared to thrive in tomorrow's world.

Our values describe who we are.

VISION, MISSION, VALUES

YEAR 2023

Discovery Fun Belonging Resilience Making a
Difference



2023 GIS EVENTS
BUILDING BLOCKS OF THE WORLD AROUND YOU
April 28, 70 girls, Sponsor: GE Aerospace

This event was designed to help young girls explore the world of STEM
and meet professionals in the field. Girls joined materials engineers at GE
Aerospace to experience how the materials that make up our world work!
They explored the physics behind different materials like metals,
polymers, and composites -- including how they break. Students then
applied what they’ve learned about materials to a design challenge.

Parents/Guardians/Teachers were also invited to attend a special
parallel program, Supporting Girls in STEM, during the event. Attendees
learned how to encourage their daughters’ STEM interests at home.

YEAR 2023

Career Exploration: Cybersecurity and Transportation
June 30, 40 girls, Sponsor: Women’s Transportation Seminar (WTS)
Southwest Ohio Chapter and Stella Bridges

Our girls were bubbling with excitement to learn about opportunities in
cybersecurity and transportation through hands-on activities with our
mentors. We also had special guests, an all-girls robotics team, to
introduce their award-winning robots to the girls! It was an inspiring
night filled with lots of learning, fun, and thoughtful questions. In the
Cyber rotation, girls learned more about security threats and why it is
important to prevent them. In the Transportation rotation, girls learned
the importance of city planning and efficient access to hospitals, grocery
stores, schools, and other critical infrastructure. 

MARS LANDERS 
September 8, 30 girls, Sponsor: TinnCann

The event was an unforgettable evening with former NASA astronaut,
Karen Nyberg, the 50th woman to venture into space. Karen shared
her inspiring journey and experiences, providing valuable insights into
the wonders of space exploration. In addition, we are honored to have
NASA Food Scientist, Vickie Kloeris, recipient of the prestigious 2019
NASA Distinguished Service Medal. Vickie enlightened us about her
groundbreaking work in food science and how it contributes to
sustaining astronauts during their missions. Girls also created their
very own Mars Lander. This hands-on experience allowed them to
unleash their creativity while learning about the challenges involved in
exploring other planets.



2023 GIS EVENTS
iSPACE Day: Bracelets...but make them SCIENCE
November 4, 1,500 people, Sponsor: iSPACE Girls in STEM

Kiddos had the chance to make planetary bracelets to learn more about
our solar system. Our bracelets included the sun, planets in order, and
discussion around space. We selected an activity that was fun for girls
while still incorporating STEM elements to show you can be “girly” while
also into science. 

iSPACE Day is a FREE annual event that showcases the wonders of STEM
education and careers. Attendees can try on a Space Suit, drive a robot,
look through a telescope, and so much more. Local STEM-based
businesses also featured demonstrations on the latest in 3D Printing,
surgical instruments, aircraft engines, GPS, drone technology, and other
amazing advancements in STEM! 
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SPAGHETTI WITH BETTY: Concrete Boat-Making 
November 10, 60 girls, Sponsor: Julie Cromwell & Ohio Concrete

Our girls heard from Julie Cromwell, Owner/CEO of Julie Cromwell and
Associates, a structural engineering company to learn more about how
structural engineering is important in all aspects of our infrastructure.
The girls were excited to ask Julie about her work and experiences in
designing some well known structures in the Cincinnati area, like TQL  
Stadium. The girls then had a hands-on activity with Ohio Concrete
called “Concrete Boat-Making Extravaganza” where they had a chance
to mix creativity with concrete in the most buoyant way. Each student
was provided a kit to make two different “boats,” one that floats and one
that sinks. Wrapping up the session, we discussed concrete
fundamentals, buoyancy, and density of materials. 

Breathing Easy: A Respiratory System Expedition
December 2, 35 girls, Sponsor: Mount Saint Joseph

We embarked on a thrilling educational journey into the fascinating
world of the respiratory system! This immersive experience took  
young scientists on a breath-taking quest to discover the wonders of
the human respiratory system. Highlights included hands-on activities
exploring respiratory anatomy, physiology, and pathophysiology
(diseases!). Their experienced faculty and mentors were excited to
provide the opportunity to breathe in knowledge and adventure during
our Respiratory System Expedition!



PROMOTING GIRLS IN STEM YEAR 2023

Parent and Educator Program Session goals: This program runs in parallel
with select Girls in STEM events. 

Learning to support girls as they do hands-
on activities here, at school, and at home
Encouraging girls to develop a positive image
of STEM by sharing stories about our work

Offering parents and educators tips on
engaging girls in STEM
Helping parents and educators prepare
their daughters for a career in STEM
Creating a forum to openly share and learn
from each other

In 2023, we launched a new initiative called STEM Stars! What is a STEM Star? Simply put, an
inspiring STEM role model. Through sharing these profiles on our website and social media
platforms, it supports our vision and mission while allowing girls to connect real women and jobs
to the STEM curriculum they are  learning in the classroom. 

STEM STARS

Alisha Davis-Kent Stella Bridges Lindsay Gerding

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0578/9256/9243/files/Girls_In_STEM_Star_Profile_Alisha_Davis-Kent_Aerospace_Engineer.pdf?v=1692917533
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0578/9256/9243/files/Girls_In_STEM_Star_Profile_Lindsay_Gerding_Example.pdf?v=1679591436
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/0578/9256/9243/files/GIS_STEM_Star_Profile_-_Stella_Bridges_Lindsay_Gerding.pdf?v=1686079193


PROMOTING GIRLS IN STEM YEAR 2023

Girls in STEM Lab: Sponsored by Ethicon 
This is a dedicated room at iSPACE for girls to explore STEM. It was intentionally
designed by the Girls in STEM board to inspire girls to see themselves in STEM. 

Mission Unstoppable: YouTube Show featuring Women in STEM, Hosted by Miranda Cosgrove 

RESOURCES

SciGirls: Emmy award-winning PBS Kids TV show, website, and educational outreach program
that draws on cutting-edge research about what engages girls in STEM.

Aviation For Girls: Features content tracks for elementary, middle school, and high school
students, including a monthly magazine, aerospace instructional activity videos and scholarship
information.  

She Can STEM: Meet Role Models Who are Changing the World with STEM 

6 Research-Based Strategies for Engaging Girls in STEM

Article from US Census Bureau: Women Making Gains in STEM Occupations but still
underrepresented 

Women @ JPL:  Features inspirational stories from the women who are paving the way into new
frontiers 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtgUyLVqgkbkVgVZTHMkECQ
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtgUyLVqgkbkVgVZTHMkECQ
https://www.scigirlsconnect.org/SciGirls
https://www.wai.org/aviation-for-girls-app
https://shecanstem.com/
https://www.scigirlsconnect.org/scigirls-strategies-engage-girls-stem/
https://www.census.gov/library/stories/2021/01/women-making-gains-in-stem-occupations-but-still-underrepresented.html
https://women.jpl.nasa.gov/


Kate Schmid
Director of R&D –

Ethicon

Colleen Athans
Retired, 

GE Aviation

Lindsay Gerding
Jacobs

Anusha Komaragiri
GE Aerospace,
former camper

Stephanie Roberts
Jacobs

Emily Morgan
Ohio Afterschool

Network

Jane Muindi
Secliance

Betty Huck
Retired, P&G

GIS BOARD MEMBERS

Board Goals:
Quarterly GIS Event 
iSPACE Day table / participation 
Promote Monthly STEM Star Spotlights

Board Commitment Expectations:
Monthly 1 hr meeting, Minimum to attend 6 per year (virtual or in-person)
Quarterly GIS Event (4-5 hours per event for planning and attendance)

Maximum planning or speaking at 1 per year, Minimum attendance at 2
events per year

Facilitate 1 STEM Star profile to showcase on the website and social media

Chair Position: Rotate the Chair position every 2 years, Deputy Chair appointed in
second year for transitioning 

Advisory Board Target Size: 12 Members representing all facets of STEM 

YEAR 2023

ADVISORY BOARD GOVERNANCE



iSPACE Girls in STEM Advisory Board

https://ispacestem.org/pages/girls-in-stem

